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Semantic Models for Multimedia Database Searching and Browsing (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2000
Semantic Models for Multimedia Database Searching and Browsing begins with the introduction of multimedia information applications, the need for the development of the multimedia database management systems (MDBMSs), and the important issues and challenges of multimedia systems. The temporal relations, the spatial relations, the spatio-temporal...
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Learn OpenOffice.org Spreadsheet Macro ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2006
Learn how to extend and customize Calc, the OpenOffice.org spreadsheet, using OOoBasic, OOo's built-in programming language. You don't need to be a developer to create useful and powerful routines and applications. This well structured and practical tutorial will walk you though every step, and inspire you with great ways to save time and increase...
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Fuzzy Systems Engineering: Theory and Practice (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
This book is devoted to reporting innovative and significant progress in fuzzy system engineering. Given the maturation of fuzzy logic, this book is dedicated to exploring the recent breakthroughs in fuzziness and soft computing in favour of intelligent system engineering. This monograph presents novel developments of the fuzzy theory as well as...
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ASP.NET in 60 Minutes a DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Get up and running with ASP.NET using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Are you ready to learn how to write clean, reusable, scalable code for Web pages using ASP.NET? Experienced trainer Glenn Johnson takes you inside his virtual classroom to provide you with seventeen one-hour lessons that recreate a typical introductory seminar on...
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Advanced PIC Microcontroller Projects in C: From USB to RTOS with the PIC 18F SeriesNewnes, 2008
This book is ideal for the engineer, technician, hobbyist and student who have knowledge of the basic principles of PIC microcontrollers and want to develop more advanced applications using the 18F series.

The architecture of the PIC 18FXXX series as well as typical oscillator, reset, memory, and input-output circuits is completely...
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Mastering Dojo: JavaScript and Ajax Tools for Great Web Experiences (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
The last couple of years have seen big changes in server-side web programming. Now it's the client's turn; Dojo is the toolkit to make it happen and Mastering Dojo shows you how.
  Dojo is a set of client-side JavaScript tools that help you build better web applications. Dojo blurs the line between local, native applications and browser based...
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Wireless SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Get full details on major mobile/wireless clients and operating systems-including Windows CE, Palm OS, UNIX, and Windows. You'll learn how to design and implement a solid security system to protect your wireless network and keep hackers out. Endorsed by RSA Security - the most trusted name in e-security - this is your one-stop guide to wireless...
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From Patient Data to Medical Knowledge: The Principles and Practice of Health InformaticsBMJ Books, 2006
How can you make the best use of patient data to improve health outcomes? More and more information about patients’ health is stored on increasingly interconnected computer systems. But is it shared in ways that help clinicians care for patients? Could it be better used as a resource for researchers?


This book is aimed at all...
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Silicon Photonics: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The observation by Gordon Moore in 1965 (now universally referred to as Moore’s law) that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit would double every couple of years has become a beacon that continues to drive the electronics industry. Integrated circuits have grown exponentially from the 30-transistor devices of 1965 to...
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XML in Action (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 1999
Currently, XML is a bubbling cauldron of expectations and  implementations. In XML in Action, William J. Pardi gives you a  feel for what Microsoft is throwing into the mix by providing a  general introduction to XML, with a focus on Internet Explorer 5.0's  implementation in particular.
 Not surprisingly, the book opens up  with a...
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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Learning Machine Translation (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2009
The Internet gives us access to a wealth of information in languages we don't understand. The investigation of automated or semi-automated approaches to translation has become a thriving research field with enormous commercial potential. This volume investigates how machine learning techniques can improve statistical machine translation, currently...
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